JOIN FORMA’S
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

ABOUT FORMA
Forma is a contemporary arts organisation that champions
ideas and artists who address the social and political questions
of our times. Through a discursive process, we nurture artists’
creative vision and grow their ambition in order to develop
collaborative projects that are career defining and lead to new
major opportunities around the world. We pride ourselves in
being an organisation that artists want to work with.
We offer commissioning, fundraising and production expertise,
and as a non-gallery-based organisation we have the freedom
to be innovative, work across art forms and present our work in
the UK and world– in institutions, the public realm and online.
Artists we have collaborated with include Alberta Whittle,
Cerith Wyn Evans, Cécile B Evans, Bill Morrison and Jóhann
Jóhannsson, Amartey Golding, Broomberg and Chanarin,
Sophie Hoyle, Benedict Drew, Jane and Louise Wilson, Mark
Boulos and Himali Singh Soin.
Forma is moving into an exciting new phase of growth having
recently opened FormaHQ, its first permanent home in 20
years. The new south-London cultural hub includes our offices,
affordable artist studios, a space for a café and book shop,
event space, residency studio and a new public garden.
Forma Arts is a National Portfolio Organisation, supported by
the Arts Council England.

OUR VISION
Forma’s artistic vision begins with the artists. Our work is 100% driven by the artists we support.
We commission artists at all stages of their career, supporting them holistically from the conception of an idea, through to commissioning, fundraising, production and presentation. Outcomes include new performances and films, touring exhibitions, online and digital
work and publishing.
Forma embraces diversity. We work with artists from all backgrounds, ensuring diversity is a key factor in our artistic development. This
focus extends to ethnic diversity, socio-economic backgrounds, disabilities & mental health, gender & self-identity and sexual orientation. We are proud of our work but we also know Forma needs to be more representative and inclusive and focus on eliminating the
barriers, prejudice and systemic racism in the sector.
We create ambitious projects that grab the imagination of the public and attract praise. We endeavour for our projects to be career defining and lead to new major opportunities around the world. We have a reputation for high quality production values. We pride ourselves in
being an organisation that artists and cultural organisations want to work with.
Forma is collaborative. As a non-gallery-based organisation we present work in cultural institutions across the UK but also in the public
realm and across multiple platforms including online, publishing and broadcasting. Touring our productions creates unique routes into
contemporary art for new audiences across the UK and world, giving our artists maximum exposure to the sector and profiling the role of
Forma across the globe.
We go beyond the artwork. Our appetite for multidisciplinary practices is underpinned by research, criticality and a public programme of
participatory activities, community work, training and education.
Forma supports artists with a social and political consciousness. Forma projects address the social and political questions of our times.
Through research and debate we give agency to radical and pressing issues.

WHAT DOES A FORMA TRUSTEE DO?
As a charity, Forma is overseen by Board members who act as Trustees of the
organisation. Trustees support and help develop the charity’s work, playing
important and varied roles, including: supporting Forma’s team and executive;
giving advice; acting as a critical friend; fundraising and attracting investment
providing strategic leadership; and advocating for Forma in the sector.
As a Trustee you will help us to:
• Support emerging and underrepresented artists and practices
• Increase access and participation within contemporary art practice
• Support complex productions and career defining exhibitions
• Help establish FormaHQ as a vital cultural hub in Southwark
• Support organisational growth and ambition
• Help us create better and more inclusive working conditions in the sector
Being a Forma Trustee can give you the opportunity to work closely with a
leading Arts Council England funded not-for-profit arts organisation that is
punching above its weight. You’ll be joining at an exciting time of change
and growth and your contribution will be valued and welcomed. It’s a chance
to meet our team, Trustees and artists and join us at London, national and
international exhibitions and events.

“For over 20 years, Forma has always been on the side of artists – supporting their research,
development, and the commissioning of new works. Forma HQ, Forma’s new creative hub
and garden will support the continuation of their incredible work and the delivery of new
ambitions. It will provide a space for creativity to thrive, bringing together artists, the
community and producers to deliver works for both a local and international stage.
Forma’s exciting journey into FormaHQ is an act of courage that requires vision, strong
leadership and enormous support from Trustees. It springs from a bold invitation by
Southwark Council to transform derelict garages into an asset for the community and has
been achieved through the generous support of the Government’s Culture Recovery Fund. The
Arts Council is so pleased to support this valuable addition to the arts in Southwark, London
and beyond.”
Sir Nicholas Serota, Chair of Arts Council England, July 2021
I have been a trustee of Forma for 7 years and it has been an incredibly enriching experience,
both personally and professionally. Forma has since undergone a complete transformation in
terms of leadership and personnel, the creation of Forma HQ and the growth of its artistic programme. I am proud of the work we have done, but Forma is entering a new chapter in its history; we have great ambition and much to accomplish in being a world class contemporary arts
organisation.
Being a trustee takes time, and we encourage all trustees to take an active role in governance,
to attend Forma events, participate in key decision making and general discourse. This is not
always easy, but it has been greatly rewarding for me. I have made some amazing friends at
Forma and I have continued to learn from our talented group of leaders and trustees. Forma
needs to diversify. We need new voices from different backgrounds, and it is my personal mission
to achieve this in my remaining time at Forma. I would encourage anyone interested to apply to
join Forma’s board of trustees.
Anders Hemmingsen, Chair of the Forma Board of Trustees

TRUSTEE RESPONSABILITIES
Trustees have the ultimate responsibility for monitoring the affairs of Forma
and ensuring everything is above board as well as holding us to account
for delivering our charitable outcomes. Being a Trustee is a position of
responsibility, but you will be supported by the other Trustees, as well as the
wider organisation, to make sure you understand all aspects of the role and
can fully take part.
There are three official responsibilities of being a Trustee:
Act in the charity’s best interests
Trustees must ensure that Forma complies with charity law and the
requirements of the Charity Commission.
Act with a Duty of Care
Trustees must embrace our values and keep up with Forma’s work, including
attending some of our events and exhibitions. We’d ask that you become an
advocate of Forma in the wider sector.
You must act responsibly, reasonably and honestly
Trustees must ensure that Forma remains financially viable, ensuring
charitable funds and assets are used wisely and and in the interests of the
charity. Equally, you’ll be invited to discuss and query the decisions we make
as the organisation grows and evolves.
Trustees are appointed for 3-year terms, renewable up to 9 years in total.

MEETINGS
Trustees need to attend four board meetings per year. Meetings typically take place on a weekday
evening after office hours and typically last two hours. You can choose to join meetings in person or
via Zoom, we use a combination of both.
You do not need to attend if work or illness prevents you, but do need to let Forma’s Director know in
advance of the meeting.
Before each board meeting, the Director’s report, financial reports and relevant documents are
circulated via email, which need to be read in advance of the meeting. Typically these can take 30
minutes to read.
Occasionally, there are additional meetings and training sessions where Trustees are expected to
attend. Trustees also often provide support and assistance outside of these meetings for a variety of
reasons, such as providing 1:1 advice or support to staff members, or attending events to advocate
for the organisation.
Forma also operates sub-committee groups to further support our Artistic programme, Capital
projects and Fundraising efforts. You may be asked to join and/or lead in one of these groups.
We want you to actively support and be involved in Forma’s work. Trustees are expected to
attend occasional public and private events including, exhibition and film launches, talks and
performances and strategic planning sessions.

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
You do not need to have any formal qualifications or have had previous experience as a Trustee to join Forma’s
Board. Depending on your experience, personality and interests, there are different ways of contributing. We are
looking for people who are passionate about contemporary art, share Forma’s values and ambitions and want to be
involved.
We are looking for people who:
• Are actively engaged with the creative sector and/or the different communities we work within
• Have good communication skills and can challenge and question positively
• Understand and accept the legal duties, responsibilities and liabilities of being a Trustee
• Work effectively and collaboratively as a member of a team
• Are willing and able to devote the necessary time and effort to the charity’s development
• Are over the age of 18
Following a review of our current Board make up, we are at this time specifically looking for someone who:
• Works as an artist
• Has experience and knowledge of our local communities in South London
• Has experience in income generation, individual giving or corporate sponsorship
• Has strong financial and accounting experience and is willing to act as our Treasurer
• Has knowledge or experience in equality, diversity and inclusion
• Has knowledge or experience in communications, PR, marketing or audience development
• Has knowledge and experience of production and distribution in the film, media and cultural sector

DIFFERENT OPINIONS MATTER
It is important for us that Forma’s Board of Trustees reflects the voices and
experiences of our artists, stakeholders and wider community. Forma’s success relies
on inviting as many perspectives and lived experiences within the organisation’s
Governance.

This means we actively welcome applications from people who identify as:
• African, East Asian, South Asian, South East Asian, Middle Eastern, Latin American,
Caribbean heritage and those belonging to groups who experience racism including
people of Romany, Irish Traveller, Central Asian and West Asian heritage
• Non-English or for who English is not their first language
• Working class or those who experience financial precarity
• Disabled, D/deaf, neurodiverse or experience long term health conditions
• Being under the age of 28 (but at least 18 years old)
• Lesbian, gay, transgender, queer, bisexual, intersex or non–binary

HOW TO APPLY
We look forward to hearing from you why you want to work with Forma and how you think you can
contribute to our vision.
To apply, please email Forma’s Artistic Director, Chris Rawcliffe at cr@forma.org.uk with TRUSTEE
RECRUITMENT in the subject matter.
Typically we will ask for a C.V. and a one-page letter which will give us an insight into your
experience and why you want to join Forma. This would be followed by an email or phone call and
if the application is progressed you will be invited to a meeting(s) with the team and Trustees. The
final stage of the process is a 3 to 6 month shadowing period for the candidate to attend Board
meeting(s) to ensure this is a good match– with no strings attached!
Some people may require some further support with making the application. We accept
applications written on your behalf and applications presented in alternative formats including
video, sound or non–digital. You can also tell us about any barriers you feel you might experience
which would affect your ability to fully participate as Trustee.
Please contact us to discuss this further at cr@forma.org.uk or by calling Chris on 07595368744.
If you are unable to type a full message, then simply leave your name with a contact telephone
number and we will aim to respond in a timely manner.

Thank you for your interest in Forma.

IMAGES
1. FormaHQ garden, South London. Photograph by Brotherton-Lock.
2. Nwando Ebizie performing to camera for Distorted Constellations Vol 2: A Visual Snow Alternate Reality, June
2021. 360 Video Production Image. Photograph by Joby Catto.
3. FormaHQ viewed from the flyover bridge. Photograph by Brotherton-Lock.
4. Amartey Golding, Bring Me to Heal, 2021, video still. Image courtesy the artist.
5. Himali Singh Soin, Images from a performance of we are opposite like that at Concrete at Alserkal Av. Curated
by Block Universe, in collaboration with David Soin Tappeser and Shyamant Behal. January 2020. Image courtesy
Block Universe
6. Beth Kettel, Baseline Drift, 2019. Performance documentation. Photograph by Karolina Magnusson Murray.
7. Book launch event for Mine Searching Yours, FormaHQ, September 2021.
8. Graham Dunning performing at Kate Carr’s album launch dawn, always new, often superb, inaugurates the
return of the everyday, July 2021. Image courtesy Graham Dunning.
9. Cécile B. Evans, A Screen Test for an Adaptation of Giselle, film still. 2019. Image courtesy of the artist and
Emanuel Layr gallery.
10. Bill Morrison and Johan Johannsson, The Miners’ Hymns. Performance at Iceland Airwaves, Reykavik, Iceland,
2014. Photograph by Alexander Matukhno.
11. Benedict Drew, Guffawing and Jeering, digital image produced as part of The Whole Fantasy, 2019. Image
courtesy of Benedict Drew and Matt’s Gallery.
12. Production still from RESET by Alberta Whittle, 2020. Photgraph by Matthew A. Williams.
13. FormaHQ launch event, July 2021. Photgtaph by Annika Thiems.

